
"What you wear is how you present yourself to the world, 
especially today, 
when human contacts are so quick……
Fashion is instant language." —Miuccia Prada

Nadia is pleased to help you understand 
the ABC if this Glamorous Language 
named Fashion in a Royal way….

It’s a session for every princes and 
“The Queen” present here.



Fashion is for every stage of your life ….
From Sweet cutie pie Princes    To Elegant and Royal Queen



 
 
Royal Wardrobe is a perfect place to understand the language 
of Fashion. 

1. Language has words so as to fashion has dresses
2. Language has ascent so as to fashion has style
3. Language leads to songs so as to fashion leads to grace
4. One to please Ears other to please Eyes 
5. Effectively pleasing the soul, heart and brain of the 

listener 

So lets start the quick tour and understand the language of visual 
treat named Fashion

फँशन एक भाषा है जो आपके Getup और े सगं से स से बोल  जाती 
है और आख  से सुनी और समझी जाती है 



To understand any 
language including 
language named 
Fashion, we must 
start with simple 
words of daily use, 
and here is the 
new daily 
collection by 
Royal wardrobe

The language is incomplete without 
adjectives and exclamations like waw, Oh 
etc. 
These adjectives are added to fashion by 
stylist Mrs. Sunita Kamble



Once you are done with daily words and basic but correct sentences, you start using 
specific special words as per situation just like you go with changing fashion with season

Language to situation is just like fashion to season…

When Season Changes …You must change



Year after year you keep on changing fashion with seasons 
just like words with situation and start gaining fluency and 
command over language…. You stumble on famous 3 words 
… I Love you

This is a perfect time to learn romantic language and 
explore fairy and bridal collection of Royal Wardrobe.

Nadia with her experience will be a perfect guide in this 
stage of your life, a perfect grooming partner for those 
lovely years of thrill, romance and excitement. 

The happiest moments of your life need strong passionate 
words to describe and elegant dressing to express the joy 
within



Come to the stage of a mother and start using new vocabulary with pampering words and 
pampered clothing with warmth of motherhood 

The new set of words and mature collection of royal wardrobe will truly reflect 
celebration of womanhood / motherhood



Now comes the most royal stage of the life 
Where experience start detecting words, and confidence start detecting royal dressing 
sense.


